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Some of you may be aware of an idea Jason Draper had re use of QR codes within R3 activities - see example
attached.

Essentially QR codes can be generated to contain contact information, website URL links .... Smartphones
can then be used to scan the Codes and enable the end user to save this information to their phones. Some
government offices are using this innovative method to communicate with the public. Jason submitted this as
a formal agency recommendation and we have traction in moving this forward.

This morning DRP and DRMA staff participated on a call with OIS and GSA to discuss how GSA is using these
Codes. OIS is supportive of this effort and is looking into what it will take to get this effort underway. Region III
will be serving as the agency pilot. In turn Jason Draper and I are looking at identifying 3-4 discrete examples
where we would like to use this communication tool. For now we have identified the following examples where
we will be seeking to implement this tool:

- public meeting posters (e.g., end of cycle public meetings, open houses, RIII-led license renewal, Lobby ... )

- recruitment materials such as labels on brochures (example attached) and recruitment information/business
cards
- xxx

Our goal is to identify the 3-4 discrete potential uses that are clearly within RIII control before we expand to
other agency uses such as OWFN lobby posters,. recruitment and professional magazines, ....

So, if you have ideas for potential uses within your division please see Jason or me so we can discuss and
provide our input to OIS. We'd like to truly make this a Region-wide initiative.

Thanks
julio
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